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TMNT was released in North America on October 25, 2006, in Europe on November 9, 2006 and in Australia on November 20, 2006. The game received generally positive reviews and was a commercial success. TMNT consists of nine different modes, each featuring several different gameplay elements. Each mode has four difficulty settings,
which is similar to the previous Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles game released by Ubisoft in 2001, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles in Time. Gameplay TMNT is an action-adventure game, which incorporates elements of role-playing video games, that has its roots in the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles franchise. It contains various gameplay
modes, which are split into three different categories; playing as one of the characters, playing through a fully voiced story mode or playing in the missions mode. Playing as the characters In the Playing as the Characters category, the player controls one of the four original characters, and must either solve puzzles or defeat enemies within a given
area. The objective of each stage is to rescue civilians and other characters from the enemy's clutches or to destroy enemy weapons. The character's moves and attacks are often determined by the current weapon they are holding in their respective stages. For example, the Raph's melee attacks will switch to the use of either the sword or the two
shurikens on his back as the players moves. The stages are presented in a side-scrolling format, in which players are provided with tools such as pick axes, shovels and other weapons and obstacles. They may also find allies, or even foes, along the way. During the stages, the player can tackle several stages that require the player to solve puzzles and
defeat multiple enemies, including bosses. Playing through the story mode In the Playing through the Story mode category, the player controls April O'Neil, while having to save the citizens from the Turtles' enemies. The player can choose from two different endings, with the latter ending being an unlockable feature in the game. The story mode is
presented in a platform-based gameplay. The primary objective is to progress through the story by traversing a series of stages, many of which feature multiple paths that require player to proceed to the next level. The stages are presented in a side-scrolling format, as well as presented in a 3D format on some occasions. Like the previous two games
in the series, TMNT features multiple characters, which may be helpful or
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